The series is intended to make available for students the most impor tant texts required for an understanding of the history of political thought. The scholarship of the present generation has greatly ex panded Our sense of the range of authors indispensable for such an understanding, and the series will reflect those developments. It will also include a number of less well-known works, in particular those needed to establish the intellectual contexts that in turn help to make sense of the major texts. The principal aim, however, will be to produce new versions of the major texts themselves, based On the most Up-to date scholarship. The preference will always be for complete texts, and a special feature of the series will be to complement individual texts , within the compass of a single volume, with subsidiary contextual material. Each volume will contain an introduction on the historical identity and contemporary significance of the work or works COn cerned, as well as a chronology, notes on further reading and (where appropriate) brief biogTaphical sketches of significant individuals mentioned in each text. politics on which an men can, and even ought to, agree of their own accord is as important for the modern world as Hobbes' endeavour to free political thought from the quagmire of tradition and superstition. To read Kant's political writings is to scale the heights of philosophical reflection on politics. His political thought should be of interest to an those who value the use of reason in public life.
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Idea for a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan Purpose*I
Whatever conception of the freedom of the will one may form in terms of metaphysics, the win's manifestations in the world of phenomena, i.e. human actions, are determined in accordance with natural laws, as is every other natural event. History is concerned with giving an account of these phenomena, no matter how deeply concealed their causes may be, and it allows us to hope that, if it examines the free exercise of the human will on a large scale, it wil\ be able to discover a regular progression among freely wil\ed actions. In the same way, we may hope that what strikes us in the actions of individuals as confused and fortuitous may be recognised, in the history of the entire species, as a steadily advancing but slow develop ment of man's original capacities. Thus _1TI~rriages, births, a!lL death. § do not seem to be subject to any rule by which their numbers could be cal culated in advance, since the free human will has such a great influence upon them; and yet the annual statistics for them in large countries prove that they are just as subject 12 constant ~aturallaws as are the changes in the weather, which in themselves are so inconsistent that their individual ~urrence cannot be determined in advance, but which nevertheless do not fail as a whole to sustain the growth of plants, the flow of rivers, and other natural functions in a uniform and uninterrupted course. Individual men and even entire nations little imagine that, while they are pursuing their own ends, each in his own way and often in opposition to others, they are unwittingly guided in their advance along a course intended by nature. T IM;y are unconsciously promoting an end which, even if the knew what it was, would scarcely arouse their inte~, -Since men neither pursue their aims purely by instinct, as the animals do, nor act in accordance with any integral, prearranged plan like rational cosmopolitans, It would appear that no law-governed history of mankind • A passage printed this year among other brief notices in the twelfth issue of the Gothaischt Gtlthrtt Ztitungm, based, no doubt, on a conversation of mine with a passing scholar, calls for the present elucidation, without which the passage referred to would be unintelligible.
is possible (as it would be, for example, with bees or beavers). We can scarcely help feeling a certain distaste on observing their activities as enacted in the great world-drama, for we find that, despite the apparent wisdom of individual actions here and there, everything as a whole is made up of folly and childish vanity, and often of childish malice and destruc tiveness. The result is that we do not know what sort of opinion we should form of our species, which is so proud of its supposed superiority. The only_way out for the philosopher, since he cannot assume that mankind follows any rational purpose ofits own in its collective actions, is for h~m to attempt to discover a purpose in nature behind this senseless course of human events, and decide whether it is after all possible to formulate in terms of a definite plan of nature a history of creatures who act without a plan of their own.-Let us now see if we can succeed in finding a guiding principle for such a history, and then leave it to nature to produce some one capable of writing it along the lines suggested. Thus nature produced a Kepler who found an unexpected means of reducing the eccentric orbits of the planets to definite laws, and a Newton who explained these laws in terms of a universal natural cause.
First Proposition
All the natural capacities of a creature are destined sooner or later to be developed completely and in conformity with their end. This can be verified in all animals by external and internal or anatomical examination. An organ which is not meant for use or an arrangement which does not fulfil its purpose is a contradiction in the teleological theory of nature. For if we abandon this basic principle, we are faced not with a law-governed nature, but with an aimless, random process, and the dismal reign of chance replaces the guiding principle of reason.
Second Proposition
In man (as the only rational creature on earth), those natural cf!,b,aci!ies which are directed towards the use of his reason are such that they c..oul!i be
. developed only in the species, but not in the individual. Reason, in a creature, is a faculty which enables that creature to extend far beyond the limits of natural instinct the rules and intentions it follows in using its various powers, and the range of its projects is unbounded . But reason does not itself work instinctively, for it requires trial, practice and instruc tion to enable it to progress gradually from one stage of insight to the next. Accordingly, every individual man would have to live for a vast length of 42 IDEA FOR A UNIVERSAL HISTORY time if he were to Jearn how to make complete use of all his natural capacities; or if nature has fixed only a short term for each man's life (as is in fact the case), then it will require a long, perhaps incalculable series of generations, each passing on its enlightenment to the next, before the germs implanted by nature in our species can be developed to that degree which corresponds to nature's original intention. And the point of time at which this degree of development is reached must be the goal of man's aspirations (at least as an idea in his mind), or else his natural capacities would necessarily appear by and large to be purposeless and wasted. In the latter case, all practical principles would have to be abandoned, and nature, whose wisdom we must take as axiomatic in judging all other situations, would incur the suspicion of indulging in childish play in the case of man alone.
Third Proposition
Nature has willed that man should produce entirely by his own inItIatIve everything which goes beyond the mechanical ordering ofhis animal existence, and that he should not partake ofany other happiness or perfection than that which he has procuredfor himself without instinct and by lzis own reason. For nature does nothing unnecessarily and is not extravagant in the means employed to reach its ends. Nature gave man reason, and freedom of will based upon reason, and this in itself was a clear indication of nature's intention as regards his endowments. For it showed that man was not meant to be guided by instinct or equipped and instructed by innate knowledge; on the contrary, he was meant to produce everything out of h imself. jEverything had to be entirely of his own making-the discovery of a suitable diet, of clothing, of external security and defence (for which nature gave him neither the bull's horns, the lion's claws, nor the dog's teeth, but only his hands), as well as all the pleasures that can make life agreeable, and even his insight and circumspection and the goodness of his will. Nature seems here to have taken pleasure in exercising the strict est economy and to have measured out the basic animal equipment so sparingly as to be just enough for the most pressing needs of the begin nings of existence. It seems as if nature had intended that man, once he had finally worked his way up from the uttermost barbarism to the highest degree of skill, to inner perfection in his manner of thought and thence (as far as is possible on earth) to happiness, should be able to take for himself the entire credit for doing so and have only himself to thank for it. It seems that nature has worked more with a view to man's rational self-esteem than to his mere well-being. For in the actual course of human ---KANT: POLITICAL WRITIKGS affairs, a whole host of hardships awaits him. Yet nature does not seem to have been concerned with seeing that man should live agreeably, but with seeing that he should work his way onwards to make himself by his own conduct worthy of life and well-being. What remains disconcerting about all this is firstly, that the earlier generations seem to perform their laborious tasks onl y for the sake of the later ones, so as to prepare for them a further stage from which they can raise still higher the structure intended by nature; and secondly, that only the later generations will in fact have the good fortune to inhabit the building on which a whole series of their forefathers (admittedly, without any conscious intention) had worked without themselves being able to share in the happiness they were pre paring. But no matter how puzzling this may be, it will appear as necessary as it is puzzling if we sim ply assume that one animal species was intended to have reason, and that, as a class of rational beings who are mortal as individuals but immortal as a species, it was still meant to develop its capacities completely.
Fourth Proposition The means which nature employs to bring about the de'l)elopment of innate capacities is that ofE!!Egonism within society, in so far as this antagonism bec2mes in the long run the calise ofa law-governed jocial order. By antagon
ism, I mean in this context the unsocial sociability of men, that is, their tendency to come together in society, coupled, however, with a continual resistance which constantly threatens to break this society up. This propensity is obviouslylfooted in human nature. Man has an inclination to live in society, since he feels in this state more like a man, that is, he feels able to develop his natural capacities. But he also has a great tendency to live as an individua~ to isolate himself, since he also encounters in himself the unsocial characteristic of wanting to direct everything in accordance with his own ideas. He therefore expects resistance all around, just as he knows of himself that he is in turn inclined to offer resistance to others. It is this very resistance which awakens all man's powers and induces him to overcome his tendency to laziness . Through the desire for honour, power or property, it drives him to seek status among hi!fellows, whom he cannot bear yet cannot bear to leave.,Then the first true steps ;-e taken from barbarism to culture, which in fact consists in the social worthiness of man. All man's talents are now gradually developed, his taste cultivated, and by a continued process of enlightenment, a beginning is made towards estabIishing a way of thinking which can with time transform the primitive natural capacity for moral discrimination into 44 IDEA FOR A U NIVERSAL HISTORY definite practical principles; and thus a pathologically enforced social union ~ is transformed into ~ moral whole:.. Without these asocial qualities (far from admirable in themselves) which cause the resistance inevitably en countered by each individual as he furthers his self-seeking pretensions, man would live an Arcadian, pastoral existence of perfect concord, self sufficiency and mutual love. But all human talents would remain hidden for ever in a dormant state, and men, as good-natured as the sheep they tended, would scarcely render their existence more valuable than that of their animals. The end for which they were created, their rational nature, would be an unfilled void. Nature should thus be thanked for fostering social incompatibility, enviously competitive vanity, and insatiable desires for possession or even power. Without these desires, all man's excellent natural capacities would never be roused to develop. Man wishes con cord, but nature, knowing better what is good for his species, wishes discord. Man wishes to live comfortably and pleasantly, but nature intends that he should abandon idleness and inactive self-sufficiency and plunge ĩstead into labour and hardships: so that he may by his o~n adroitnes~ find means of liberating himself from them in turn. The natural impulses which make this possible, the Sources of the very unsociableness and con tinual resistance which cause so many evils, at the same time encourage man towards new exertions of his powers and thus towards further de velopment of his natural capacities. They would thus seem to indicate the design of a wise creator-not, as it might seem, the hand of a malicious spirit who had meddled in the creator's glorious work or spoiled it out of envy.
Fifth Proposition
The greatest problem for the human species, the solution of which nature compels him to seek, is that of attaining a civil society which can administer 'ustice universally. '
The highest purpose of nature-i.e. the development of all natural capacities~an be fulfilled for mankind only in society, and nature intends that man should accomplish this, and indeed all his appointed ends, by his own efforts. This purpose can be ,fulfilled only in a society which has not only the greatest freedom, and therefore a continual antagonism among its members, but also the most precise specification and preservation of the limits of this freedom in order that it can co-exist with the freedom of others. The highest task which nature has set for mankind must therefore be that of establishing a society in which freedom under external laws would be combined to the greatest possible extent with irresistible force, -I r IDEA FOR A UNIVERSAL HISTORY KANT: POLITICAL WRITINGS approximate to this idea.-A further reason why this task must be the through the solution and fulfilment of this task can nature accomplish its in other words of establishing a 'perfectly just civil constitution. For only last to be accomplished is that man needs for it a correct conception of other intentions with our species. Man, who is otherwise so enamoured the nature of a possible constitution, great experience tested in many with unrestrained freedom, is forced to enter this state of restriction by affairs of the world, and above all else a good will prepared to accept the sheer necessity. And this is indeed the most stringent of all forms of findings of this experience. But three factors such as these will not easily necessity, for it is imposed by men upon themselves, in that their inclina be found in conjunction, and if they are, it will happen only at a late stage tions make it impossible for them to exist side by side for long in a state and after many unsuccessful attempts, of wild freedom. But once enclosed within a precinct like that of civil
Seventh Proposition
union, the same inclinations have the most beneficial effect. In the same way, trees in a forest, by seeking to deprive each other of air and sunlight,
The problem of establishing a perfect civil constitution is subordinate to the problem of a lalP-governed external relationship with other states, and compel each other to find these by upward growth, so that they grow I cannot be solved unless the latter is also solved, What is the use of working freedom and in isolation from others, grow stunted, bent and twisted. All beautiful and straight-whereas those which put out branches at will, in for a law-governed civil constitution among individual men, i.e, of plan the culture and art which adorn mankind and the finest social order man ning a commonwealth? The same unsociability which forced men to do so creates are fruits ofhis unsociability. For it is compelled by its own nature to gives rise in turn to a situation whereby each commonwealth, in its ex discipline itself, and thus, by enforced art, to develop completely the germs ternal relations (i.e, as a state in relation to other states), is in a position of which nature implanted. unrestricted freedom. Each must accordingly expect from any other precisely the same evils which formerly oppressed individual men and forced them into ala w-governed civil state, Nature has thus again employed I
Sixth Proposition the unsociableness of men, and even of the large societies and states which human beings construct, as a means of arriving at a condition of calm and
This problem is both the most difficult and the last to be solved by the human security through their inevitable antagonism. Wars, tense and unremitting race. The difficulty (which the very idea of this problem clearly presents) military preparations, and the resultant distress which every state mu:,t is this : ifhe lives among others of his own species, man is an animal who eventually feel within itself, even in the midst of peace-these are the needs a master. For he certainly abuses his freedom i-;;elation to others of means by which nature drives nations to make initially imperfect attempts, h is own kind, And even although, as a rational creature, he desires a law but finally, after many devastations, upheavals and even complete inner to impose limits on the freedom of all, he is still misled by his self-seeking exhaustion of their powers, to take the step which reason could have animal inclinations into exempting himself from the law where he can.
He thus requires a master to break his self-will and force him to obey a suggested to tliem even without so many sad experiences-that of I' abandoning a la wiess state of savagery and entering a federation of peoples universally valid will under which everyone can be free . But where is he in which every state, even the smallest, could expect to .derive its security to find such a master? Nowhere else but in the human species, But this and rights not from its own power or its own legal judgement, but solely master will also be an animal who needs a master. Thus while man may from this great federation (Fcedus Amphictyonum), from a united power try as he will, it is hard to see how he can obtain for public justice a and the law-governed decisions of a united will. However wild and fanci supreme authority which would itself be just, whether he seeks this ful this idea may appear-and it has been ridiculed as such when put authority in a single person or in a group of many persons selected for this forward by the Abbe St Pierre' and Rousseau 3 (perhaps because they purpose , For each one of them will always misuse his freedom if he does not have anyone above him to apply force to him as the laws should require • Man's role is rhus a highly artificial one. We do nor know how ir is wirh rhe inhabiranrs of orher planers and wirh rheir narure, bur if we ourselves execure rhis commission of it. Yet the highest authority has to be just in itselfand yet also a man.This narure well, we may surely fiarrer ourselves thar we occupy no mean srarus among our is therefore the most difficult of all tasks, and a perfect solution is im neighbours in rhe cosmos. Perhaps rheir posirion is such rhar each individual can fulfil possible. Nothing straight can be constructed from such warped wood as his desriny complerely wirhin his own liferime. Wirh us ir is orherwise; only rhe species as a whole can hope for rhis. that which man is made of. Nature only requires of us that we should 4 6 47 thought that its realisation was so imminent)-it is nonetheless the in evitable outcome of the distress in which men involve one another. For this distress must force the states to make exactly the same decision (how ever difficult it may be for them) as that which man was forced to make, equally unwillingly, in his savage state-the decision to renounce_ his brlltish freedom and seek calm and security within a law-governed constitution. All wars are accordingly so many attempts (not indeed by the intention of men, but by the intention of nature) to bring about new relations between states, and, by the destruction or at least the dis memberment of old entities, to create new ones. But these new bodies, either in themselves or alongside one another, will in turn be unable to survive, and will thus necessarily undergo further revolutions of a similar sort, till finally, partly by an optimal internal arrangement of the civil constitution, and partly by common external agreement and legislation, a state of affairs is created which, like a civil commonwealth, can maintain itself automatical{y.
Whether we should firstly expect that the states, by an Epicurean concourse 4 of efficient causes, should enter by random collisions (like those of small material particles) into all kinds of formations which are again destroyed by new collisions, until they arrive ~y chance at a forma tion which can survive in its existing form (a lucky accident which is hardly likely ever to occur); or whether we should assume as a second possibility that nature in this case follows a regular course in leading our species gradually upwards from the lower level of animality to the highest level of humanity through forcing man to employ an art which is none theless his own, and hence that nature develops man's original capacities ~y a_perfectly regular process within this apparently disorderly arrange ment;, or whether we should rather accept the third possibility that nothing at all, or at least nothing rational, will anywhere emerge from all these actions and counter-actions among men as a whole; that things will remain as they have always been, and that it would thus be impossible to predict whether the discord which is so natural to our species is not preparing the way for a hell of evils to overtake us, however civilised our condition, in that nature, by barbaric devastation, might perhaps again destroy this civilised state and all the cultural progress hitherto achieved (a fate against which it would be impossible to guard under a rule of blind chance 1 with which the state of lawless freedom is in fact identical, unless we assume that the latter is secretly guided by the wisdom of nature)-these three possibilities boil down to the question of whether it is rational to assume that the order of nature is purposive in its parts but purposeless as a whole.
8 IDEA FOR A UNIVERSAL HISTORY
While the purposeless state of savagery did hold up the development of all the natural capacities of human beings, it nonetheless finally forced them, through the evils in which it involved them, to leave this state and enter into a civil constitution in which all their dormant capacities could be developed . The same applies to the barbarous freedom of established states. For wh_ile the full development of natural capacities is here likewise held up by the expenditure of each commonwealth's whole resources on armaments against the others, and by the depredations caused by war (but most of all by the necessity of constantly remaining in readiness for war), the resultant evils still have a beneficial effect. For they compel our species to discover a law of equilibrium to regulate the essentially healthy hostility which prevails among the states and is produced by their freedom.:..,. ~en are compelled to reinforce this law by introducing a system of united power, hence a cosmopolitan system of general political security. This state of affairs is not completely free from danger, lest human energies should lapse into inactivity, but it is also not without a principle of equali~y governing the actions and counter-actions of these energies, lest they should destroy one another. When it is little beyond the half-way mark in its development, human nature has to endure the hardest of evils under the guise of outward prosperity before this final step (i.e . the union of states) is taken; and Rousseau's preference for the state of savagery does not appear so very mistaken if only we leave out of consideration this last stage which our species still has to surmount. We are cllltivated to a high degree by art and science. We are civilised to the point of excess in all kinds of social courtesies and proprieties. But we are still a long way from the pC'int where we could consider ourselves morally mature. For while the idea of morality is indeed present in culture, an application of this idea which only extends to the semblances of morality, as in love of honour and outward propriety, amounts merely to civilisation. But as long as states apply all their resources to their vain and violent schemes of expansion, thus incessantly obstructing the slow and laborious efforts of their citizens to cultivate their minds, and even deprive them of all support in these efforts, no progrl!ss in this direction can be expected. For a long internal process of careful work on the part of each common wealth is necessary for the education of its citizens. But all good enter prises which are not grafted on to a morally good attitude of mind are nothing but illusion and outwardly glittering misery. The human race will no doubt remain in this condition until it has worked itself out of the chaotic state of its political relations in the way I have described.
Eighth Proposition
The history of the human race as a whole can be regarded as the realisation of a hidden plan of nature to bring about an internally-and for this purpose also externally-perfect political constitution as the only possible state within which all natural capacities of mankind can be developed com pletely. This proposition follows from the previous one. We can see that philosophy too may have its chiliastic 5 expectations; but they are of such a kind that their fulfilment can be hastened, if only indirectly, by a know ledge of the idea they are based on, so that they are anything but over fanciful. The real test is whether experience can discover anything to indicate a purposeful natural process of this kind . In my opinion, it can discover a little; for this cycle of events seems to take so long a time to complete, that the small part of it traversed by mankind up till now does not allow us to determine with certainty the shape of the whole cycle, and the relation of its parts to the whole. I t is no easier than it is to determine, from all hitherto available astronomical observations, the path which our sun with its whole swarm of satellites is following within the vast system of the fixed stars; although from the general premise that the universe is constituted as a system and from the little which has been learnt by observation, we can conclude with sufficient certainty that a movement of this kind does exist in reality. Nevertheless, human nature is such that it cannot be indifferent even to the most remote epoch which may eventually affect our species, so long as this epoch can be expected with certainty. And in the present case, it is especially hard to be indifferent, for it appears that we might by our own rational projects accelerate the coming of this period which will be so welcome to our descendants. For this reason, even the faintest signs of its approach will be extremely important to us. The mutual relationships between states are already so sophisticated that none of them can neglect its internal culture without losing power and influence in relation to the others. Thus tkJ>urpose of nature is at least fairly well safeguarded (if not actually furthered) even by the ambi tious schemes of the various states:1 Furthermore, civil freedo~can no longer be so easily infringed without disadvantage to all trades and ~stries, and especially to commerce, in the event of which thestate'~ power in its external relations will also decline. But this freedom is gradually increasing. If the citizen is deterred from seeking his personal welfare in any way he chooses which is consistent with the freedom of others, the vitality of business in general and hence also the strength of the whole are held in check. For this reason, restrictions placed upon 50 IDEA FOR A UNIVERSAL HISTORY personal activities are increasingly relaxed, and general freedom of religion is granted. And thus, although folly and caprice creep in at times, enlightenment gradually arises. It is a great benefit which the human race must reap even from its rulers' self-seeking schemes of expansion, if only they realise what is to their own advantage. But this enlightenment, and with it a certain sympathetic interest which the enlightened man in evitably feels for anything good which he comprehends fully, must gradually spread upwards towards the thrones and even influence their principles ofgovernment. But while, for example, the world's present rulers have no money to spare for public educational institutions or indeed for anything which concerns the world's best interests (for everything has already been calculated out in advance for the next war), they will none theless find that it is to their own advantage at least not to hinder their citizens' private efforts in this direction, however weak and slow they may be. IBut eventually, war itself gradually becomes not only a highly artificial u~ertaking, extremely uncertain in its outcome for both parties, but ~lso a very dubious risk to take, since its aftermath is felt by the state in the shape of a constantly increasing national debt (a modern invention) whose repayment becomes interminable. A~addition, the effects which an upheaval in any state produces upon all the others in our con tinent, wh~e all at_ f so closely linked by trade, are so perceptible that these other states are forced by their own insecurity to offer themselves as arbiters, albeit without legal authority, so that they indirectly prepare the way for a great political body of the future, without precedent in the past. Although this political body exists for the present only in the roughest of outlines, it nonetheless seems as if a feeling is beginning to stir in all its members, each of which has an interest in maintaining the whole. And this encourages the hope that, after many revolutions, with all their transforming effects, the highest purpose of nature, ~ universal ~_ politan existence, will at last be realised as the matrix within which all the original capacities of the human race may develop.
Ninth Proposition
A philosophical attempt to work out a universal history of the world in accordance with a plan ofnature aimed7ita perfect civil union of mankind, must be regarded as possible and even as capable offurthering the purpose of nature itself. It is admittedly a strange and at first sight absurd proposition to write a history according to an idea of how world events must develop if they are to conform to certain rational ends; it would seem that only a novel could result from such premises. Yet if it may be assumed that nature does not work without a plan and purposeful end, even amidst the arbitrary play of human freedom, this idea might nevertheless prove useful. And although we are too short-sighted to perceive the hidden mechanism . of nature's scheme, this idea may yet serve as a guide to us in representing an otherwise planless aggregate of human actions as conform ing, at least when considered as a whole, to a system. For if we start out from Greek history as that in which all other earlier or contemporary histories are preserved or at least authenticated," if we next trace the influence of the Greeks upon the shaping and mis-shaping of the body politic of Rome, which engulfed the Greek state, and follow down to our own times the influence of Rome upon the Barbarians who in turn de stroyed it, and if we finally add the political history of other peoples episodically, in so far as knowledge of them has gradually come down to us through these enlightened nations, we shall discover a regular process of improvemen~ in the political constitutions of our continent (which will probably legislate eventually for all other continents). Furthermore, we must always concentrate our attention on civil constitutions, their laws, and the mutual relations among states, and notice how these factors, by virtue of the good they contained, served for a time to elevate and glorify nations (and with them the arts and sciences). Conversely, we should observe how their inherent defects led to their overthrow, but in such a way that a germ of enlightenment always survived, developing further with each revolution, and prepared the way for a subsequent higher level of improvement.
All this, I believe, should give us some guidance in explaining the thoroughly confused interplay of human affairs and in prophesying future political changes. Yet the same use has already been made of human history even when it was regarded as the disjointed product of un regulated freedom. But if we assume a plan of nature, we have grounds I I for greater hopes. For such a plan opens up the comforting prospect of a future in which we are'iliown from afar how the human race eventually works its way upward to a situation in which all the germs implanted by ! nature can be developed fully, and in which man's destiny can be fulfilled
• Only an educated public which has existed uninterruptedly from its origin to our times can authenticate ancient history. Beyond that, all is terra incognita;6 and the history of peoples who lived outside this public can begin only from the time at which they e·ntered it. This occurred with the Jewish people at the time of the Ptolemies through the Greek translation of the Bible, 7 without which their isolated reports would meet with little belief. From this point, once it has been properly ascertained, their narratives can be followed backwards. And it is the same with all other peoples. The first page of Thucy dides, as HumeS puts it, is the only beginning of all true history.
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IDEA FOR A UNIVERSAL HISTORY here on earth. Such a justification of nature-or rather perhaps of provi den ce-is no mean motive for adopting a particular point of view in considering the world . For what is the use of lauding and holding up for cOAtemplation the glory and wisdom of creation in the non-rational sphere of nature, if the history of mankind, the very part of this great display of supreme wisdom which contains the purpose of aU the rest, is to remain a constant reproach to everything else? Such a spectacle would force us to turn away in revulsion, and, by making us despair of ever finding any completed rational aim behind it, would reduce us to hoping for it only in some other world.
I t wotilii be a misinterpretation of my intention to contend that I meant this idea of a universal history, which to some extent follows an a priori rule, to supersede the task of history proper, that of empirical composition.
My idea is only a notion of what a philosophical mind, well acquainted with history, might be able to attempt from a different angle. Besides, the otherwise praiseworthy detail in which each age now composes its hi story must naturally cause everyone concern as to how our remote descendants will manage to cope with the burden of history which we shall bequeath to them a few centuries from now. No doubt they will value the history of the oldest times, of which the original documents would long since have vanished, only from the point of view of what interests them,
i.e. the positive and negative achievements of nations and governments in relation to the cosmopolitan goal. We should bear this in mind, and we should likewise observe the ambitions of rulers and their servants, in order to indicate to them the only means by which they can be honourably remembered in the most distant ages. And this may provide us with another small motive for attempting a philosophical history of this kind .
